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Tausight ePHI Security Intelligence
PRODUCT OVERVIEW 

Distributed care, virtual care and the need to share electronic
patient health information (ePHI) are expanding healthcare's
attack surface at an unprecedented pace. Tausight is
healthcare’s first AI-powered PHI Intelligence Platform,
designed to give hospitals, health systems and healthcare
providers insight into their ePHI risk. 
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Tausight uses a patented, healthcare AI model to provide
unmatched visibility into ePHI location, movement and activity.   

http://www.tausight.com/


ABOUT TAUSIGHT

P R O D U C T  O V E R V I E W

PRODUCTS 

Tausight for Servers

Tausight for Endpoints 

ePHI Location and Detection

Live ePHI  Surveillance at the edge 

ePHI insight across critical cloud and network infrastructure
through an agentless executable. Upon downloading and running
the Tausight PHI Locator, Tausight PHIL™, customers see real-time
results within minutes. 

Expansive ePHI insight and ongoing surveillance deployed through
a lightweight sensor across workstations, laptops and endpoints.
Data insights include ePHI movement, deletion and suspicious
activity. 
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""Tausight has become the keystone of our cybersecurity and
defense-in-depth strategy through a PHI Security Intelligence
platform that leverages an AI-powered approach to detect, discover,
and act on unstructured patient data wherever it exists in our digital
care environment. As a result, we're seeing benefits such as
minimized risk and ROI from reduced cyber insurance premiums." 

Founded by healthcare security pioneer, David Ting, and led by healthcare visionary, Frank Nydam,
Tausight is backed by top-tier healthcare investors, Polaris Partners, Flare Capital Partners, and
.406 Ventures, and is based in Boston, Massachusetts. For more information, visit:
www.tausight.com and follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter (@Tausight). 

CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT 

-Aaron Miri, Senior Vice President and Chief Information and
Chief Digital Officer, Baptist Health
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